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Setcom Releases the Most Advanced Wireless System for Industrial Team Communications

Team communications have now been redefined by the LiberatorMAX System

Austin, Texas, Wednesday, December 5, 2018 – Setcom® Corporation, a leading manufacturer of wireless intercom systems and headsets for industrial communications, continues to pioneer new technology in the communications market with the release of the revolutionary LiberatorMAX™ system. For more information, visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/industrial-multi-user-wireless-intercom-headset-system.html

LiberatorMAX accommodates up to eight wireless, full-duplex intercom users, with an unlimited number of listen-only headsets. Additionally, each system has eight talk group channels for increased flexibility.

A great benefit of this system is that it does not require installation or a base station. The system is completely portable to give users the freedom to move around without any restrictions. It is ready to use out of the box.

LiberatorMAX headsets feature “instant on,” which eliminates the need to turn the headset on and off. Using advanced motion sensor technology, the headset will shut down after 15 minutes of inactivity and will automatically turn back on when the user picks up the headset. This allows users to focus on the job at hand and not have to worry about powering on the headset.

Additionally, the LiberatorMAX headset gets up to 1,500 feet of line-of-sight range in ideal conditions. It has 15 hours of continuous talk time which allows for more uses with fewer charges.

Unlike two-way radios, LiberatorMAX is full-duplex so no PTT buttons need to be pressed. Users are able to keep both hands on the equipment they are operating while communicating with the LiberatorMAX system.

That being said, Setcom’s LiberatorMAX System is able to integrate a portable radio into the headset to simultaneously communicate over the full-duplex intercom and a portable radio. Moreover, the heavy-duty design extends the life of the communication equipment in a demanding industrial environment.

“We listened to the needs of our customers for a versatile, multi-user intercom system. The result was the development of a system that can handle multiple users with the added feature of talk group channels. I am very proud of our team for the commitment and effort they put into the development of the LiberatorMAX System,” stated James Roberts, Setcom’s President.
Whether directing a crane operation on a construction site or communicating as part of a road crew paving a street, the LiberatorMAX is able to cost effectively allow users to communicate in high-noise industrial situations.

Applications for the LiberatorMAX System include:

- Crane operations
- Construction sites
- Paint striping trucks
- Train / railroad
- Asphalt paving
- Utility trucks and line pulling
- Bore drilling
- Aerial lifts / bucket truck
- Search and rescue
- Marine / workboat
- Building maintenance
- Airport tarmac
- Directional drilling
- Towing and recovery
- Tree service / arborist

About Setcom Corporation

Founded in 1970, Setcom® (www.SetcomCorp.com) is a privately-held company that has pioneered the engineering and manufacturing of high-quality wireless communications systems, headsets and accessories for two-way radios. Setcom addresses communications requirements for high-noise, rugged workplace environments where OSHA, NFPA, DoDI 6055.12, or EU-OSHA hearing safety standards often apply. Setcom’s markets include firefighters, rescue personnel, paramedics, police motorcycle officers, the United States military, mariners, and industrial users.

With over 45 years of headset / earphone / headphone manufacturing experience, Setcom knows how to make a tough headset for very high-noise, industrial environments. Whether you work in offshore / onshore oil drilling, mines, steel plants, paper mills, factory floors, construction sites, or other demanding situation, there’s a Setcom headset right for you. To learn more about Setcom’s comprehensive product line of durable, two-radio communications accessories for extreme-noise situations, visit: http://setcomcorp.com/industry.html.

Thousands of structural firefighters and 90% of major American airport fire departments use Setcom products, which include fire truck wireless intercom systems, airport rescue apparatus intercom systems and rugged mobile and portable radio headset interfaces. Emergency vehicles that Setcom systems can be used on include pumper, tanker, engine, aerial, quint, ladder, hazmat, ambulance, brush, ARFF, command center, wildland, and rescue trucks. For more information about Setcom’s complete product line of fire apparatus intercom systems, please visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/fire.html.

Setcom invented the first law enforcement motorcycle communications system at its founding in 1970. Today thousands of motor officers rely daily on their Setcom wired and wireless systems to keep them connected to their vital radio networks. No matter the brand of motorcycle, type of helmet, or model of portable or mobile radio, Setcom has a configuration to meet the requirement. For more information about Setcom’s complete product line of rugged police motorcycle headset systems, please visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/police.html.
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